Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited
(A Government of India Enterprise)
CORPORATE OFFICE
PERSONNEL BRANCH
4th Floor, Bharat Sanchar Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi 110 001


रदकरण आदेश / CANCELLATION ORDER

Subject: - Transfer and posting of AGMs/DEs in Telecom Operation Stream
- Cancellation regarding

The transfer order of Shri B. Koti Swamy Gupta (Staff No. 35062/HRMS No. 198404669) AGM/DE under transfer from Andhra Pradesh Telecom Circle to Chhattisgarh Telecom Circle issued vide this office order No 412-12/2015-Pers.I dated 23.12.2015 is hereby CANCELLED with immediate effect.

2. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

(Thakur Singh)
Assistant General Manager (Pers.I)

To

1. CGM Andhra Pradesh Telecom Circle – On cancellation of the transfer order the executive may be posted to Soft Tenure station in Andhra Pradesh Telecom Circle.
2. CGM Chhattisgarh Telecom Circle for information
3. Officer concerned /CAO(s) concerned (Through CGM).

Copy to:
1. CVO/GM (Pers.)/Jt. GM (Pers.)/DGM (Pers.)/CLO[SCT]/AGMs (Pers.I) BSNL C.O.
2. CS to Director (HR), BSNL New Delhi
6. Order Bundle/Spare Copy.

(S. K. Gupta)
Deputy Manager-III (Pers.I)

RB/SS/CANCELLATION